
Rising Up Adventures 
 CHANGING LIVES THROUGH OUTDOOR ADVENTURE  

 

Changing a Bike Tire 
 

Remove wheel 

With Rim brakes, disconnect brake 

Holding tire securely, loosen lever in quick release brake and loosen nut. 

Use thumb and finger to open the derailleur and remove tire. 

 

Deflate tube, press plunger inside valve. 

Push both sides of tire to center to loosen bead.   

Place one tire lever anywhere except at valve 

Pull back and lift bead out of rim 

2nd level a few inches away and repeat 

Use a spare tube   - always ride with a spare. 

Inspect old tube 

Feel carefully inside tire body as you look for thorns, glass or metal, remove what 

you find. 

Snake bites are a result of low tire pressure. 

 

Inspect rim, look for failure or holes in the rim strip. 

Put just enough air into the tube so tube fits nicely in tire. 

Engage valve stem into the rim, ensure the tire is aligned the proper way. 

Be sure to align so it’s not crooked. 

Put one bead at a time onto the rim.  

Make sure tube is in the tire body. 

Only when necessary, use tire levers to finish the installation. 

Inspect the wheel to ensure its universally seated and not poking out of tire. 

 

If the bead rises up in one spot, deflate tube and reseat to balance.  

If more air does not lift bead, deflate and use soap and water to lubricate. 

Once the tire is properly seated, inflate tire. 

Reinstall wheel. 

Turn tire nut and lever until tight, then close the lever. 

Test Brakes 

Tighten if necessary with an allen key. 

To balance brakes in the center, you may need to tighten or loosen either side of 

the balance screw. 

Tightening the balance screw pulls the pad away from the rim. 

Loosening the balance screw releases the brake pad into the rim. 

Retest brakes 

Ensure the tire treads are facing the correct way. 

You are ready to ride! 
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2019 
45 Survivors of Trauma 
increased resilience 
through prescriptive bike 
and paddle adventures in 
the outdoors.  
 
 “This is an amazing 
(ride) a nonprofit to help 
people in need. We 
learned the history of 
Miami and saw wonderful 
locations!” 
Ripesh, May 30, 2018 

 
“While being so busy with 

trying not to fall, you 

forget everything around 

you. Once I managed, I 

could just look around to 

the sunset and lights of 

the city and stars with a 

completely clear mind, 

not thinking about 

anything else.”     

Geertje, Sept 6, 2018 

“I was nervous before 
getting out there. Not just 
for the fear of falling, but 
being embarrassed in 
front of other people if I 
couldn’t stand up. It 
proved to be an 
extremely empowering 
experience and I was 
more than glad that I did 
it and conquered it.” 
Caroline, Aug 21, 2018 
 


